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HEAVY ATTACK ON MANNHEIM-LUDWIGSHAFEN

Last night taking advantage of the lengthening night, Bomber Command flew

deeper into Germany, this time attacking the twin towns of Mannheim-Ludwigshafen in

the south west. They have a population of about 450,000, and they form the largest
industrial centre in south-west Germany.

There are two very important industries, general and. electrical engineering in

Mannheim, which employs a third, of the town's working population, and chemicals,
which employ a third of the population of Ludwigshafen. By far the largest factory
of all is the huge I.G. Farben plant, which is the biggest chemical works in the

world and stretches for nearly three miles along the west bank of the Rhine as far

as Oppau. It is one of Germany’s key factories and turns out vast quantities of

chemical plastics, dyes, sulphuric acid, synthetic oils, synthetic ammonia and

fertilisers. It is at this factory too that the Germans have carried out a great

deal of their research work on the making of ersatz materials.

Mannheim is not only an industrial city. It is also the second largest inland,

port in Germany and a very important railway centre. Great quantities of coal from

the Ruhr are taken to Mannheim by water and then transhipped to the railways, which

take the cargoes on to other parts of Southern Germanyand to Italy. The communication

canal alone has twelve and a half miles of loading quays, over 160 warehouses and

sheds, and nearly 200 cranes.

Over the target itself there was sufficient cloud to make the searchlights

largely ineffective though there were gaps to help the bombers. In these circumstances

the Germans had mainly to rely on their night fighters. Crews reported seeing enemy

aircraft as soon as they crossed, the coast, and fighters continued to look for them

all the way to the target.

Despite the fighters our aircraft arrived promptly over the target. While the

ground gunners put up a blind barrage, the searchlights crew concentrated on light-

ing up the base of the clouds so that the bombers would be silhouetted for the

fighters. Combats took -place over the target, both bombers andfighters firing at

one another while the flak was bursting round them.

One Lancaster was attacked by three fighters shortly after the crew had dropped

their bombs. The first to attack was a Messerschmitt 109, "I took such violent

evasive action”, said the pilot, Pilot Officer A.P. Whitford, of Perth., Western

Australia, "that we were practically standing on our nose when my rear gunner fired.

The Messerschmitt made off after that. Then two more fighters came in to attack,

but we managed to drive them off."

One fighter was destroyed by an Australian crew who were making their first

operational flight. "A quarter of an hour after we had left the target", said the

pilot. Plying Officer M.R. Goode, of Adelaide, "the mid-upper gunner shouted over

the intercomm 'aircraft showing a light and going in the opposite direction’. Then

the rear gunner broke in - ’turning in dead astern’. Then as I began taking evasive

action, I heard, the gunners open fire. The fighter did, not even have time to lire

back at us. It suddenly burst into flames, dived steeply down, and hit the ground.

An orange coloured, tongue of flame shot up from it,"

Fires soon sprang up in the target area and. as the latter arrivals on

their way they could see the glow from nearly 100 miles away. "When we arrived"

one pilot said, "fires had. a good, hold. We found, a gap in the clouds, and. when I

looked down I could see the flames reflected in the Rhine. Then there was a great

explosion. It was like a prolonged streak of lightning and was followed soon after-

wards by another explosion that was very nearly as big".

One of the airmen who took pant in last night’s attack had. been to Mannheim

before. "I spent my honeymoon there" he said, "There was a street collection for

the Luftwaffe." I contributed to it then, but I wondered what they thought of our

contribution last night,"


